MINUTES
CCACA CONFERENCE CALL
Wednesday, June 9, 2010 ~ 12:00p.m. ET
Participants:
Jill Redmond, Atlantic 10; Joseph D’Antonio, Jennifer Condaras, Kenny Schank,
BIG EAST; Kerry Kenny, Big Ten; Keri Boyce, Big 12; Marissa Biggins, Colonial;
Callie Hubbell, Conference USA; Mike Sharpe, Great West; Christine Halstead,
Horizon; Megan McHugo, Ivy League; Joe McCleese, MAAC; Jackie Mynarski,
Korinth Patterson, MAC; Quinton Wright, Mid-Eastern; Mary Mulvenna,
Missouri Valley; Joyce Bell, Northeast; Matt Banker, Ohio Valley; Ron Barker,
Pac-10; Patrick Muffley, Quinton Smith, Patriot League; Greg Sankey, SEC;
Greg Walter, Summit League; Kathy Keene, Dominic Giabrone, Sun Belt;
1.

INAAC.
D’Antonio provided the group with today’s INAAC.

2.

Review of Agenda
Additional items: a. CCA Agenda Information- Greg Sankey, SEC

3.

Approval of the May 5, 2010 Conference Call Minutes
Minutes were unanimously approved.

4.

CCACA Advisory Group
D’Antonio informed the group that the CCACA advisory call schedule has
now been set for the future. On the last call, the group discussed the
NCAA camp directive and voiced concerns that it is not being followed by
most institutions. Nike and other organizations are calling these camps
instructional and skirting around the rule. Brad Hostetter, NCAA,
indicated that the staff is having conversations with Nike and others
about a few issues and this topic will certainly be included. The NCAA
staff will follow up with the CCACA. D’Antonio informed the group that
the BIG EAST Conference will be sponsoring legislation in the upcoming
cycle to prohibit all non-institutional camps from occurring on
institutions’ campuses.
D’Antonio indicated that the advisory group also talked about the
concerns with Bylaw 13.1.7.2.2 associated with Proposal 2005-93. The
language “or a nonscholastic event during the April contact period” was
removed from the legislation. There are concerns that this revision will
cause confusion amongst the membership. The advisory group offered
the suggestion of revising the language to read “all communication…is
prohibited during the time period in which the prospective studentathlete is participating in a nonscholastic event” This change in wording
covers both the summer events and April events and removes the
confusion. Hostetter indicated that he would take the concerns back to
the staff and will follow up with the CCACA.
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Lastly, D’Antonio indicated that the group also expressed the
membership’s concern with a need for clarification on Proposal 2009-42.
Hostetter responded that an educational column is forthcoming and will
be issued following the second NCAA regional rules seminar.
5.

2011 CCACA In-Person Meeting
D’Antonio updated the group with logistical information associated with
the 2011 CCACA in-person meeting. The meeting will be a 2 day block
during the week of January 24th. Given the hotel’s limited availability, it is
likely the meeting will take place on Monday the 24th and Tuesday the
25th. Similar to last year, individuals may arrive the morning of the first
day and depart on the afternoon of the second day.
Monday, January 24, 2011- meetings 1pm to approx. 5:30pm with
a reception/social event that evening
Tuesday, January 25, 2011- meetings 8am to noon- depart that
afternoon
There was no objection to D’Antonio moving forward with the plans and
signing a contract with the hotel.

6.

Nomination/Election of CCACA Chair/Co-Chair for 2010-11
D’Antonio reminded the group that because this is the final conference
call for the academic year, a chair and co-chair must be elected for the
next academic year. D’Antonio and Jennifer Condaras, BIG EAST, were
nominated and elected to be chair and co-chair, respectively, for the
2010-11 academic year.

7.

Additional Items
Greg Sankey, SEC, informed the group of a few agenda items for the next
CCA meeting taking place later this month. The items are:
1. Early NLI signing period for Football- 3rd Wednesday in
December.
Not a focal point within the group, so please make sure your
Commissioner is prepared to vote on the matter.
D’Antonio asked about mid year enrollees/signees. Sankey
responded that there are concerns associated with those
individuals (e.g., foreign students, early graduates) and they
will be discussed.
2. Returning track and field back to early /regular signing periods.
3. Legislative issues- Commissioners should be prepared to speak
to any proposals being brought forth by his/her conference in
the upcoming legislative cycle. Please email Sankey by noon on
Friday any legislative proposals, so that he can bring those to
the meeting.
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4. California Assembly Bill- 2079- Right to Know Bill will be
discussed
Next CCAACA Conference Call
TBD
9.

Adjournment.
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